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THEATRE ROYAL PRESENTS

ZOOOM
BY PATCH THEATRE

Patch Theatre have become one of the leading theatre for young
people companies in the world. Their innovative design and
experimentation with new technologies creates visual theatre at
its most magnificent and magical. This is a must for young
audiences and families.

Thu 25 Aug 2022 05:30 pm
Fri 26 Aug 2022 05:30 pm

Theatre Royal Studio Theatre

Combining old-school whimsy with state-of-the-art technology,
ZOOOM is an enchanting story of a child alone
in her bedroom, unable to sleep and curious to understand. She
begins a transformational journey with light and discovers that the
dark is a magical place.

TICKETS

Adventures happen, and the audience must help a lost star find
its way home. Part music video, part dream, ZOOOM is a
beautiful and immersive show that explores what dreams are
made of.

B Reserve $25

Inspired by iconic children’s book Harold and The Purple Crayon,
ZOOOM is driven by the power of ‘child logic’, combined with the
magic of
science.

Premium $35
A Reserve $30

Family (four people)
Premium $120
A Reserve $100
*all bookings will incur a non-refundable $5 Transaction
Fee
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ZOOOM begins at home or in the classroom, as we invite our
audience to bring a piece of dark to the show. At the theatre, their
dark is exchanged for their own personal light – a little spark that
will keep them safe and help guide them through the interactive
sessions of the show.

DURATION
45 minutes (no interval)

Image credit: Andy Rasheed
CLICK HERE TO SEE THE SCHOOL SHOW PAGE

PATRONS' ADVICE
Suitable for all ages, from 3+

“The ensuing entertainment is a
voyage of surprise and wonderment…
applause all round”
THE BAREFOOT REVIEW

“Entrancing and always enchanting,
appealing not only to kids but to
grown-ups as well”
THE ADVERTISER

“Accomplished and visionary
achievement”
STAGE WHISPERS

This project has been assisted by the Australian Government
through the Australia Council for the Arts its arts funding and
advisory body.
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